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The Cyprus Mathematical Society in its aim to play an important role in the advancement
and development of Mathematics Education in the Mediterranean Region and beyond is
editing since 2002 the publication of the scientific journal titled “Mediterranean Journal
for Research in Mathematics Education”.
This Journal is the result of the two successful Mediterranean Conferences on
Mathematics Education that took place in 1997 and 2000 in Cyprus. Through these
Conferences a large community of academics was formed and became the back-bone for
the international establishment of the periodic series of the “Mediterranean Journal for
Research in Mathematics Education”, which enjoys important citations and is considered
today a credible scientific refereed journal.
The Journal is been published in one volume per year in either one or two issues.
Prof. Gregoris A. Makrides, President of the Cyprus Mathematical Society, succeeded
since 2017 prof. Athanasios Gagatsis in the editorial management of this journal. A new
Open Paper Review Evaluation procedure is established starting with 2018 editions. The
International Critics Body (Editorial Board) of the Journal includes important academics
from Cyprus, Belgium, Greece, Bulgaria, France, United Kingdom, Germany, Czech
Republic, Canada, Italy and Israel. The Editorial Board is dynamic and occasionally
invited guest evaluators.
We are currently looking for new authors to submit research manuscripts to our Journal.
There is no fee for submitting your papers. The Journal’s ISSN is “1450-1104 Cyprus
Mathematical Society”. For more information you can visit the Mediterranean Journal
official website, www.cymsjournal.com.
If you are interested in submitting a paper click HERE for more information.
If you are interested to subscribe to the Journal click HERE for more information.
Looking forward in receiving your manuscripts.
Sincerely,

Professor Gregoris A. Makrides
President, Cyprus Mathematical Society
Journal Editorial Manager

